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1. Ca) Introduction. Let C be the complex plane equipped with its usual topology.
Let X be the family of all Dirichlet functions with abscissa of convergence and absolute
convergence greater than or equal to A>O (see [4J, page 33). For eachfeX, define

~ w

p(aJ) =L: Ian Ie".ln, where f(s)c~r...:anes.ln, sc=a+itcC,
n~l ~-1

where a is arbitrary and <11. Clearly, this defines a semi-norm on X. Denote by (X,
u), the space X equipped with the locally convex topology r; generated by the family
(pCa, ...) : a<AI of semi-norms. We consider another space (Y, ([J), YcX, equipped
with a certain Frechet topology ([J which is stronger than the topology induced on Y by
u. The main aim of this paper is to construct restricted double automorphisms (see defi
nition below) on X and Y. Throughout we assume that X and Y stand for locally con
vex sp3.ces mentioned just now unless something else is stated regarding them.

If X is a topological vector space and Y is its subspace equipped with a topology stro
nger than the induced topology on Y from X, then an automorphism T on X and Y me
ans a linear homeomorphic mapping of X onto itself while a restricted double autoTlU)rp
hism on X and Y is a mapping T such that T is an automorphism on X and TI Y (res
·triction of Ton Y) is an automorphism on Y.

A base in the space X is a sequence an in X such that every element f in X is uni
quely represented as follows:

(L 1) f=2:anlXn,
n=l

where {anI cC. A basis (anI in X is said to be proper base if for all sequences {an} of
complex numbers

,ijanan converges in X <==:> .2;1.ai in converges in X,

where ones) =es.ln. A characterization of a proper base has already been established by
us in our paper [3J in terms of the following conditions:

Ca)

and

Hm sup
n-~

logp(l1, f)
An

<A, for all I1<A;

«(3) lim {lim in! logp(I1,f) I ~A..-A .-~ An
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In the construction of a continuous linear map on X that we have in our mind, we
shall need the following result which we have proved elsewhere in [2J:

LEMMA 1. A necessary and sufficient condition tlurt there exists a continuous linear trans
formation T: x-x with T o"=a,,, n=1,2, ... is tlurt the condition (a) holds.

1. (b) Constructiop of continnoQs linear map on X.

We now proceed to construct a continuous linear map on X. Let {a.} he a proper hase
for X and {q>,,} eX be any sequence satisfying

lim sup log p(u, .p"L<A, for all u<A.
"_00 A"

Then for each fEX, there exists a unique sequence {a,,} of cOt;llplex numbers such (11:

N

~a,{X,,-f in X, as N-'>oo,
.~1

and

Cl, 2) lim sup log 1a..1 <-A.
"C'oo )."

Now by (a'), given u<A, there exists e>O and an integer N1=N1(a, e) such that

p(u, cf>.):;;;;'eCA-e)).", for all n?:.N1

>:E la" Ip(a, fjJ.,,) converges in (X, (9) for each u<A.,,-I

Hence "'i:AIP" is absolutely convergent and so convergent in (X, (9). Thus with the abo-.-1
ve conditions imposed on {a,,} and {.p,,) , we can define a mapping P : X - X, as follows.

(1. 3)
= =

p(n =:Ea"cf>", f= :Ea"a".
n~l n=l

It is seen that P is continuous, for taking into account (a'), there exists a ul<A such..
that

p(u, .p.) <e~1l., for all n~N,

and hence there exists a constant k>O, such that

p(u, q>.)<ke",l", for all n~l

=kp(ur, 0,,), for all n~l.

Now, since {a,,} and {o,,} are proper bases for X,

= =

:E q". G,. <----> :Ea" a"
.=1 a=1



(2.1)
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is a topological isomorphism (see lemma 1 and Theorem 2. 2, [2J). Hence there exist con
stants k2, M and numbers (12 and (13, such that

Hence

~ ~

=k2:,P(Q2, a"an) =kM2:,P«(13, anon)
.... 1 ~=1

=kMp«(J3' f)

=-> P is continuous.

2. Continuity condition for mapping of X into Y.

In this section our concern lies in determining when the map P becomes a continuous
linear map from (X, @) into (Y, ~). Let us assume that {II'II", :;=1,2, ···1 stands for
the family of semi-norms which generate the topology.

THEOREM 1. A necessary and sufficient condition for P to be a continuous linear map
from (X, (0) into (Y,~) is that all ifJn belongs to Y and

lim sup )ogJlP"lb_<A (J.i=1, 2, ... ).
.-~ .:In

The expansion in (1. 3) then converges in Y for all fEX.

Proof. Let rfinE Y and (2. 1) hold good. Then there exists £>0, such that

IltPnll"<eCA -,)1.,

for all nc.N. We can find a constant k such that

(2.2)

Now any fEX can be represented as

f= 2:,a"am
0=1

where {an} is a proper base for X. Therefore by (1. 2), chwsing 0<£, it follows that

lanl :';eC-A+<lu., for all nc.N;.

Hence the series L: an? converges (indeed ahsolutely) in (Y, tJ). Hence the map P :
n:...1

(X, (0) --> (Y, (j) is well defined. Let 11·11" be an arbitrary given but fixed semi-norm on
Y. Then for this v, we have by (2.2), for fEX
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IIPfll>S-k L: lanle(A-E).ln
n-l

=kp(A-e, J).

Hence P is a continuous linear operator from (X. (6) into (Y, ().

Conversely, assume that P is a continuous linear operator from (X, (6) into (Y, ()).

Clearly then {qlnl C Y. Consider any sequence {an} cC, such that, L. a'/xn converges in
n-l

> a'/xn->O in (X, (6)

Hence

(2.3) 1a"llIqlnllv->O as n->oo, for each l!=1,2, ....

(2.4)

Suppose (2. 1) is not true. Then for some semi-norm 11·lIv, there exists a sequence

{rtlo with rl<r2<"'<rt->A as 1->00 such that

log Ilqlnlllv >r
An, t·

Define a sequence {an} of complex numbers as follows:

a
n
= { 11;llv; n=n" 1=1,2, •..

o ; n=Fn" 1=1,2, .•..

Then from (2.4) and this choice of am it follows that

lim sup log 1a,,1 <-A
n~oo An

> "L:a'/xn converges in (X,;I-)
n=l

> lanlllqlll>->O as n->oo in (Y, (), by (2.3).

But this is contradicted by the fact that lanlllqlnllv=l, for n=nl. This completes the pr
00£.

1£ we restrict the class Y, then a simpler condition for P to be continuous linear map
can be established as stated in the following theorem.

THEOREM 2. Suppose Y consists for all functions g(EX) of the form g= "L,a,rpn for
.-1

which sup [p(o-, 1>.)]<00, and the topology on Y is weaker than that determined by the
_<A

sup norm. If the functions qI.(n=l, 2, ..•) belong to Y and are uniformly continuous in the
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half-plane a<A, then P is a continuous linear mapping from X into Y.

Proof. Let Pp (- 00 <,u<0) be a mapping from X into Y defined by

(Pp!) (a+it) ==Pf(,u+a+it), a<A..

Thus

(Pp!) «(J+it) = I.: anrf>~«(J"it),
n=]

where

1>~(a+it)==rPn(a+J1.+it), I1<A, n=1,2, .. ·.

From the condition (a') we get,

In fact, since the topology on Y is weaker than that induced by the sup norm, therefore
given any v, there exists a constant k, such that

where

1;9~11== sup {sup 11>I-'(a--it) I}.
U<A -~<l<""

Hence given e<O, there exists a (J<A, such that

111>~11 < sup ItP~(o+it) I +e
-~<,<~

:0: p«(J+,u, rPn) + f:

==eCA+p).ln {I +0(1) I

l·lo~JI~nll" <'A
In;_~Up An ~,

for v;:::l, and for each ,u, -oo<J1.<O. This, by Theorem 1, implies that PI' maps X
continuously into Y. Clearly the family PI' (- 00 <J1.<0) is pointwise bounded, since
!'PlJfll::;IIPfll, for all f.l. and eachfEX. Hence by Banach-Steinhaus Theorem ([lJ, p. 55,
Theorem 18), this family is uniformly bounded. Moreover the uniform continuity of tPn
implies that

lim ItPn(,u+z) -qln(z) I=0, z=o+it, a<A.
"-0

-> lim IPpon(a+it) -Pon(a+it) I=0
"-0
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lim IIPtP,,-P8nff=liin {sup sup IP~II(g+it)-Pon(l1+it)I}=O, n=1,2,···,
p-+O p.-06 IT<A -oo<t<oo

i. e., {Pit} converges to P on a total subset of X. Hence P is a continuous linear mapping
of X into Y.

3. Construction of restrieted double automorphisms.

In this section we confine our attention to the two sequences {a,,} and L8,,} In X for
which the function

(3. 1)

belongs to Yand satisfies (2.1). Then corresponding to any prescribed seminorm 11·11" on
Y, there exists a number P, such that

(3.2)

holds. Since the topology on Y is stronger than that induced by X on Y, to each given
q<A, there corresponds a constant K and a positive integer v, such that

(3.3) p(tJ, f) skllfll", for all fE Y.

From (3.2) and (3.3), it follows that for any q<A, there are positive constants M and
p<A, such that

(3.4) p(tJ, rfi,,) sMeP)" n=1,2, ....

In view of these observations, we prove that following result.

LEMMA 2. Let {a,,} and 1,8,,} be sequences in X for which the junction rfi" of (3. 1) belo
ngs to Y Cn=l, 2, •.•) and satisfies (2.1). Then the sequence te,,} satisfies the condition (a)
if and only if {an} does.

Proof. Let us assume that {a,,} satisfies the condition Ca). Then there exists a constant
PI<A, such that

lim sup log p(q, a,,) <Ph
.-~ An

we also have

p(tf, ,8,,) s pea, a,,) +p(a, rfiJ, for all a<A.

By (3.3) given fT, there exists a v and a constant k such that

p(lJ", </1,,) skllrfi"IL.

By (2.1), given v, there exists a constant P2<A, such that
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-> p«(J, ifJ.) sket'·i.·, for all n~N.

Choose p=max.(p" P2), then

==>

pea, f3.) SePi.·+kePi..= (k+i)ePi..

litn sup ~gpJ(J, f3"L sp<A,
.-~ 2"

-and so {,8,,} satisfies (a). Hence the result follows by the symmetry of the given cond
ition.

In the statement of the above lemma, if we replace the condition (a) by (,8), then
the result is not necessarily true. For example, when Y=X then @=(fJ. Consider then

If Y is taken to be a Banach space, then the above assertion is valid. In this connec
tion, we prove the following lemma.

LEMMA 3. Let la,,} and {.e.l he sequences in X for which the function ifJ" of (3. 1) 'belo

ngs to Y(n=l, 2,) and satisfies

(3.5)

Then the sequence {f3.} satisfies condition ([3) if and only if {a,,} does.

Proof. From hypothesis (3.5), it follows that we can find a number p<A such that

for all lJ~l, In view of (3.3), this in turn implies that for each (J<A,

Let us now assume that {a.} satisfies condition (f3) and A. be any number such that
p<A.<A. For (J sufficiently near to A, we have then

Also relation (3. i) implies

p«(J, ,8,,) ~p«(J, a,,) - p«(J, tP,,)
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>t?n-eP).', for all n~Ma:x (NI. Nz)

=t? (l-e(P-).),l·)

....=) lim in! log p(o', /3.) >A
. n-" A"

lim {lim inf log p (0', fJ,,)} ~A.-A ._00 A"

Hence, L8,,} satisfies condition (f3) and the other part of the lemma follows by symmetry..

Since condition (a) and (f3) are necessary and sufficient for a basis in X to be proper,
lemma 2 and lemma 3 gives rise to the following theorem.

THEOREM 3. Let {a,,} and {/3"l be bases in X for which the function {lft,,} of (3. 1) bel
ongs to Y (n=l, 2, ...) and satisfies (3.5). Then for {.Bn} to be proper, it is necessary and
sufficient that {anl be proper.

Now our aim is to define restricted double automorphisms on X and Y. For this, we
first state the following simple result, whose proof follows from the open mapping theo
rem ([lJ, p.57).

LEMMA 4. Let T=S+P, where S is a restricted dQUble automorphism on X and Yand
P is a continuQUs linear mapping of X into Y. If T is an automorphism on X, then T is,
in fact, a restricted dQUble automorphism on X and Y.

THEOREM 4. Let {an} and {.B,,} be proper bases in X and let T be the endomorphism

mapping {an} on to {,Bn}· If the function rP,,=!3,,-an belongs to Y (n=1,2,"') and satis

fies the condition

then T is a restricted double automorphism on X and Y.

Proof: Let for any function fEX, its expansion in the basis {an} be given by

f= L;anan
,*"'-1

Then Tf is given by

Tf= L,a..f3..
3=1

L,anan+ L,a,.if>n.
3=1 n=1

If we denote the identity map by 1, then T=I+P, where P is defined as in (1. 4). But
by theorem 1, P maps X continuously into Y and 1 is obviously a restricted double auto
morphism on X and Y. Using lemma 4, T becomes a restricted double automorphism
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on X and Y. This completes the proof.
The following result immediately follows from Theorem 3.

CoROLLARY 4. 1. Let {an} and {t3n} be bases in X for which the function

belongs to Y (n =1, 2, ...) and satisfies the condition

If one of the given bases is proper, then both are proper, and the endomorphism T map
ping {an} onto {t3n} is a restricted double automorphism on X and Y.
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